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! Develop an attitude of benevolence and kindness
! Appreciate those close to you
! Get regular physical exercise
! Eat foods that are healthy
!  Strive for moderation in all activities
!  Learn to say “No”
!  Learn and practice relaxation techniques
! Don’t smoke
! Build time into your schedule to be alone



! Don’t take yourself too seriously
!  Practice altruistic egotism (helping others helps 

you)
!  Find as many activities and hobbies that you enjoy 

and make you happy, and do them.



! Emotional
!  Sadness throughout the day, nearly everyday
!  Feelings of emptiness or hopelessness
!  Feeling stressed, nervous, or overwhelmed
!  Loss of interest or enjoyment of your favorite activities
!  Trouble concentrating or making decisions
!  Feelings of worthlessness or self hate
!  Excessive or inappropriate feelings of guilt
!  Irritability or restlessness
!  Thoughts of death and suicide



!  Physical
!  Fatigue or lack of energy
!  Sleeping too much or too little
!  Change in appetite or weight
!  Vague aches and pains
!  Headache
!  Back Pain
!  Digestive problems
!  Dizziness



!  Treat each other with respect
!  Feel secure and comfortable
! Are not violent with each other
!  Can resolve conflicts satisfactorily
! Enjoy the time you spend together
!  Support one another
!  Take interest in each other’s lives: family, health, 

work, etc.
! Have privacy in the relationship
!  Can trust each other



! Are each sexual by choice
! Have letters, e-mails, phone calls, of own
! Make healthy choices about drugs/alcohol
! Encourage other friendships
! You have more good times than bad
! Know that most people in your life are 
    happy about your relationship



!  Try to control or manipulate the other
! Makes the other feel bad about themselves
! Ridicule or call names
! Dictate how the other dresses
! Do not enjoy spending time together
!  Criticize the other’s friends
! Are afraid of the other’s temper
! Discourage the other from being close to others
!  Ignore each other when one is speaking



! Are possessive or get jealous about ordinary 
behavior

!  Control the other’s money or resources (car, etc.)
! Harm or threaten to harm other’s children, family, 

pets, or objects of personal importance
!  Push, hit, grab, punch, or throw objects
! Use physical force or threats to prevent the other 

from leaving



!  Love with your heart, protect with your head
!  Teach him/her how to treat you
! You will only be treated as well as you expect to be 

treated
! Ask yourself, “Would I want my own child to be with 

someone who acts like this?”
!  Treat your spouse the way you hope your children 

will be treated by the partners/spouses
! Remember the Whitney Houston Syndrome



! Be positive role models for your children
! Monitor children’s TV, computer and video game 

time
!  Teach manners and common courtesy
! Be sure children understand the difference between
!  “rights” and “privileges”
! Reward respect, punish disrespect
! Have reasonable curfews for kids and know where 

they are whenever possible 



! Don’t make your kid’s room into a mini apartment
!  Smart phones stay with parents after an agreed 

upon time at night
!  Teach accountability from an early age
! Not your job to make your child happy
! Develop “Family Standards” of behavior
! Be careful of adolescent counseling – can be good, can 

be very manipulative
! Replace “entitlement” with “obligation”
! Remember, kids are like little used car salesmen


